
Making a Lidded Pot 
 

- Roll out clay - Take off canvas texture 
- Cut out shape of lidded pot, roll edges down (50%) then add newsprint resists to 

edges/ and decoration newsprint resists, if wanted 
- Add decorating slip to entire surface 

- Wait for to dry to leather hard (not shiny) 
- Add texture with punchella, also poke with other things - this will create 

skips in the transfer (GOOD THING) 
- LET  dry (30 minutes) until able to pick up piece and put into the 3rd dimension.  

- Scratch the front of one short sides and the back of the other short side, add 
water, attached scratches! 

- Roll out more clay (if none left from before)  
- Take off canvas texture - add your own texture, think about using the 

same/similar (bigger/smaller) texture as on your body (REPETITION)  
- Making the lid (Part 1) 

- Place (top) of cylinder on clay slab  
- Trace  
- Now take off cylinder, set aside  
- Cut outside of traced lines at least ½” to ¾” inch, this will be the lid of your pot.  

- Cut a pie piece out of the lid 
- Flatten the cut edges 50%,  
- Scratch the top of one side, scratch the bottom of the other side, 

add water, attach.  
- This should pop the lid UP. 

- Let dry (15-20 minutes) 
- Place (bottom) of cylinder on the already prepared clay slab (removed canvas 

texture/ adding our own texture)  
- Trace - making sure to make note of the cylinder seam! 
- Now take off cylinder, set aside 
- Cut slab outside of traced line, less than ½” 

- Scratch the bottom slab, making sure to scratch inside our traced line by at least 
¼”. Smooth edges. Attached cylinder to slab. 

- Roll edges up by rotating the cylinder, increasing your angle each time 
you go around- do this a little at a time! 

- Making the lid. (Part 2) 
- Your lid should be a bit dryer now, it should not be floppy. 
- We need to grab the template from making our lidded pot body. 
- Cut out a (couple or few) rectangle(s) the same length as that template, but 

maybe only ½” to ¾” of the height. 
- See if that rectangle (when made into a circle) will fit inside of your pot. 



- We might have to attach to our lid, and then remove and try 
another rectangle! So don’t be afraid! 

- Make a handle for your pot! Try again to repeat some design element that you 
have already made on the pot.. Look at my example. 

- POKE- 
- Now poke all over your pot! And grab a bottle of slip and create dots and lines of 

slip anywhere you want! 

I will bisque (unless you’d like to take pot with you to your 
studio) to Cone 06 - will be done:  

December 22, 2017 at 10am 


